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Self-supporting ministers are wonderfully non-standard. They are deployed in a wide variety
ofways and have a range of motivations, working patterns and training needs. Sometimes
underused or overworked, they may feel unrecognized and under-supported. As the Church
turns increasingly to its volunteer minsters, however, there are encouraging signs that SSMs are
being given more creative opportunities than in the past.‘This handbook is full of sound common
sense. . . [it] is both an encouragement and a challenge in the task of re-imagining ministry
today.’Robert Atwell, Bishop of Exeter

. . . the most informative book on the practicalities of [self-supporting] ministry that I have seen
for many years. It should be compulsory reading for incumbents, PCCs, and churchwardens who
have an SSM within the parish. It is also essential reading for those seeking to become an SSM
or minister in secular employment (MSE).With their diverse skills and experience, self-
supporting ministers are a gift to the Church. John Lees’ challenging volume celebrates the
importance and dedication of volunteer clergy, offering practical guidance on their development
and support, so SSMs may contribute creatively and strategically to the demands of a changing
world. -- The Rt Revd Sarah Mullally DBE, Bishop of LondonThis handbook is full of sound
common sense . . . [it] is both an encouragement and a challenge in the task of re-imagining
ministry today. -- Robert Atwell, Bishop of ExeterThe book that many of us have been waiting for!
A must-have for anyone even brushing against this ministry. With around 30% of all Church of
England priests now SSM – this is a future to take seriously.John Lees looks to cover the
territory well, to have walked the talk, to have been trusted by bishops and dioceses, and he can
obviously produce a best seller. -- John Pritchard, former Bishop of Oxford[For HOW TO GET A
JOB YOU LOVE, 2017-18 edition]: This book is a treasure. Read it, devour it, use it, and find that
job you once dreamed about but had almost given up on. -- Richard Nelson Bolles, author of
What Color Is Your Parachute?When I read John's writing, two things happen. First, I feel as if
he's standing right there, personally advising me. And second, I always come away thinking over
the issue in a new way. It's a rare, but very useful, gift. -- Sarah Green, Associate Editor, Harvard
Business Review --This text refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionCrucially fills a gap
in the market for an authoritative book on self-supporting ministry --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorJohn Lees is Associate Priest in Holyford Mission
Community in East Devon and Bishop’s Officer for Self-Supporting Ministry for the Diocese of
Exeter. He has served for 12 years as an SSM, working as a parish priest but also as Assistant
DDO for Chester, where he was co-leader of the Headway leadership programme. He was
previously a Pastoral Tutor on the Northern Ordination Course.John’s day job is working as a
career coach. He writes, speaks and broadcasts extensively about work and careers. He is the



author of 12 books on work and careers, including Secrets of Resilient People and the best-
selling How to Get a Job You Love.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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About the AuthorJohn Lees is SSM Associate Priest in Holyford Mission Community in East
Devon and Bishop’s Officer for Self-supporting Ministry for the Diocese of Exeter. He has served
for 14 years as an SSM, working as a parish priest and also designing and delivering learning
programmes. He has advised the Church of England’s Ministry Division on ministry in secular
employment. He was previously Assistant Diocesan Director of Ordinands for the Diocese of
Chester and a pastoral tutor on the Northern Ordination Course.His day job is working as a
career coach. He is the author of 12 books on work and careers, including How to Get a Job You
Love and Secrets of Resilient People. His books have been translated into Arabic, Georgian,
Polish, Japanese and Spanish. He regularly contributes to Harvard Business Review online and
in 2012 wrote the introduction to the HBR Guide to Getting the Right Job. He appears frequently
in the national press and media. He works with a wide range of organizations on career issues
and has delivered career workshops in Australia, Germany, Ireland, New Zealand, Mauritius,
South Africa, Switzerland and several parts of the USA. He is the former Chief Executive of the
Institute of Employment Consultants (now the Recruitment and Employment
Confederation).John is a graduate of the universities of Cambridge, London and Liverpool, a
fellow of the National Institute for Career Education and Counselling and was a founding board
director of the Career Development Institute. He is married to the poet and children’s writer Jan
Dean.First published in Great Britain in 2018Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge36
Causton StreetLondon SW1P 4STCopyright © John Lees 2018All rights reserved. No part of
this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system, without permission in writing from the publisher.SPCK does not necessarily endorse the
individual views contained in its publications.Extracts from The Book of Common Prayer, the
rights in which are vested in the Crown, are reproduced by permission of the Crown’s Patentee,
Cambridge University Press.Extracts from Common Worship: Services and Prayers are
copyright © The Archbishops’ Council, 2000, and are reproduced by permission. All rights
reserved. <>British Library Cataloguing-in-Publication DataA catalogue record for this book is
available from the British LibraryTypeset by Manila Typesetting CompanyFirst printed in Great
Britain by Ashford Colour PressSubsequently digitally reprinted in Great BritaineBook by Manila
Typesetting CompanyProduced on paper from sustainable forestsThis book is dedicated to two
places as without them this book wouldn’t have been written. The first is Holyford Mission
Community in East Devon (incorporating churches in Branscombe, Colyton, Colyford, Musbury
and Southleigh). This is where I currently serve, feeling hugely supported – especially by the
Rector, Hilary Dawson, who is an imaginative leader and a great encourager of SSM. I am
deeply grateful to Hilary for providing a thorough review of this book before it reached its final
stage. The second special place is Wilmslow parish in Cheshire, which welcomed me as an
SSM curate and nurtured me for ten years. I consider myself extremely fortunate to have had
Tony Sparham as a training incumbent as he firmly encouraged a ministry focused on the world
of work.ContentsAcknowledgements1 Are you a vicar or what?2 A question of identity3 A brief



history4 At the turning point?5 Called to the margins6 Some theological resonances7 SSM
conversations8 Ministers in secular employment9 Making it work10 Developing your ministry11
The future shape of SSM12 Discussion guidelines – SSMs and MSEsAppendix: SSM/MSE
working agreement templateNotesReferences and further readingAcknowledgementsFirst, I
would like to thank my wife Jan for the idea of writing this book.The project would never have
been completed without the generous advice and assistance of a wide range of people. My
thanks go to Phil Aspinall and Jenny Gage for their comments on early drafts. I’d also like to
thank all those who have shaped my thinking about SSM over the years: Loveday Alexander,
Christine Bull, Hilary Dawson, Amanda Fairclough, Nick Fisher, Anne Futcher, David Herbert,
Morwenna Ludlow, Kim Mathers, Ian McIntosh, Teresa Morgan, Sarah Mullally, David Nixon,
Ray Samuels, Philip Sourbut, Becky Totterdell, Peter Shepherd, Christopher Southgate, Charles
Sutton, Magdalen Smith, Paul Smith, Mike Williams and Roger Yates.I’m indebted to everyone
who kindly agreed to be case studies for this book (and also contributed all kinds of ideas and
questions): Rob Fox, Jenny Gage, Biddi Kings, Mike Kirby, Jonathan Poston, Gina Radford, Tony
Redman, Nick Shutt, Margaret Trivasse, Hugh Valentine and Gillian White.The views expressed
here are my own, and so are any mistakes.1Are you a vicar or what?I am a self-supporting
minister within the Church of England. It’s a title I am relatively comfortable with and certainly
better than many of the labels previously attached to unpaid clergy. Yes, in everyday
conversation it would be much easier for me to have a simple title like ‘vicar’ or ‘chaplain’;
however, I recognize that many of my stipendiary colleagues have equally opaque job titles.
Unpacking what we do, opening the door to the holy mysteries of church bureaucracy, is always
an important chance to communicate.My day job is working as a career coach, working with
adults who want to make a career change or make the best of difficult work situations.
Sometimes this is resilience coaching, supporting people through stressful episodes. I work with
a range of organizations and people, including clergy. I’m the author of several books about work
and careers – helping people who only meet me in print. I write and broadcast about careers
issues in a range of media. This work is very much part of my calling, so I consider myself to be
a ‘minister in secular employment’ (MSE – more on this later).I am licensed to my local Anglican
Mission Community – four parishes and five churches working together, served by one full-time
(very proficient) rector. I’m part of a ministry team covering a wide range of services, events and
pastoral needs. Flexibility in my work commitments allows me to assist in a number of ways and,
in addition, I have a diocesan role as Bishop’s Officer for Self-supporting Ministry, also
performed on an unpaid basis. This balance of paid work, parish and wider commitments is fairly
typical for a self-supporting minister (I’ll use ‘SSM’ from here onwards).Why this book, now?
Around four decades ago there was a flurry of writing about non-stipendiary clergy and worker
priests. In 1983 the General Synod published Mark Hodge’s Non-stipendiary Ministry in the
Church of England. Hodge observed that the growth of non-stipendiary ministry had occurred
with ‘very limited central direction and consensus’ and argued for more of each. He argued that
unpaid clergy had been ordained to enable mission but, in practice, they were generally



allocated to local parishes and not offered further opportunities or development. Hodge was
concerned to find ‘a widespread view among stipendiaries that NSMs were an inferior class of
clergy, not to be trusted in positions of responsibility or leadership’ (Morgan, 2011, p. 5).The
seminal book Tentmaking: Perspectives on self-supporting ministry by James Francis and Leslie
Francis provided a comprehensive overview. Many of the questions asked are still highly
relevant to today’s Church, but it was published in 1998 and much of its content came from
previous decades (the most recent case study is dated 1991). A few shorter documents have
dealt with SSM in the intervening years, but no book has taken the place of Tentmaking. A
number of research studies have appeared, most notably the 2010 survey of SSMs in England,
Wales and Scotland by Teresa Morgan. This book builds on this important study; I am grateful to
the Revd Dr Morgan for her permission to quote several passages from her 2011 report.What’s
happened since Tentmaking? Many things, of course, but the main one is a shift of focus. Twenty
years ago the main discussion was about worker priests, MSEs and ‘bridge’ ministry. We now
talk mainly about non-stipendiaries (known in Church of England circles as SSMs). The focus
has shifted away from interactions outside church to the support SSMs give to parochial ministry.
The term ‘MSE’ is heard far less frequently than it was 30 years ago – Chapter 8 offers an
explanation.Who might be interested?All books about ministry are bound to fall into the
expectation gap. For some, there will be too little focus on the bigger picture, the theology of
ministry, the why rather than the what. This book touches on some theology, because all doing
requires thinking. I will also review the history of SSM, because knowing how we got here tells us
where we might go next. For some readers this may be less relevant than the nuts and bolts of
ministry, especially working agreements and relationships.This book is intended to be a practical
guide to advise and support SSMs. This includes prospective SSMs as, although the role is fairly
well understood by clergy, it’s often a closed book to those considering a vocation to ministry.I
hope this book will inform those who select and train SSMs, and encourage those who work
alongside them. It will perhaps assist diocesan leadership teams currently thinking about clergy
selection, development and deployment. It focuses on the Church of England but should be
relevant to unpaid clergy in other denominations. Therefore this book is written for serving
SSMs, but may also be of interest to:individuals exploring SSM ministry as a vocation;diocesan
directors of ordinands, bishops’ advisers, and others involved in clergy selection;directors of
ministry development and others responsible for ministerial training and development;ordinands
in training and theological educators;stipendiary clergy who find themselves working alongside
or responsible for SSMs;bishops’ officers and advisers for SSM;senior clergy responsible for
clergy deployment;congregations and teams working alongside SSMs.Defining SSM‘Statistics
for mission 2012: Ministry’ defines ‘self-supporting clergy’ as ministers ‘who do not receive a
stipend’.1 SSMs are mostly priests, although some are deacons. Readers and other lay
ministers, retired clergy, and clergy in ‘house for duty’ posts are not considered to be SSM. A
small number of unpaid clergy not yet retired operate on a permission to officiate (PTO) basis,
but SSMs are nearly always licensed by a diocesan bishop. This process attaches the SSM to a



specific benefice, where they are formally responsible to the incumbent (usually the working
relationship is collegiate rather than supervisory). Most SSMs therefore work in a parish setting,
with many also in paid employment elsewhere.SSMs often dislike the term ‘non-stipendiary’
because this defines them in terms of financial status. Many people give their time freely to their
church, including PCC members, church-wardens, Readers and other LLMs. Retired clergy offer
substantial amounts of work, usually well into retirement. Stipendiary clergy also give some of
their time freely for community commitments outside their job descriptions. Lack of pay is not the
defining or most important aspect of SSM ministry – fulfilling the role of curate, priest or
distinctive deacon, is what matters – taking care of people, being prophets, pastors and
teachers, bringing people to faith, sharing their knowledge of God’s loving presence, baptizing,
blessing, absolving, and presiding at God’s table. This is what calls and sustains SSMs, not role
titles.SSMs support themselves because they can, and because their contribution makes a
difference. How do they support themselves? Some are retired and living on a pension provided
by their employers (although as early retirement on a well-funded pension scheme becomes
rarer, this will no doubt impact SSM availability). Others are semi-retired with enough financial
independence to work almost full time in parishes. Many SSMs are in paid work – full time, part
time or freelance. These SSMs inevitably have less time for parish work, but in fact still
contribute many hours. Some consciously exercise a ‘bridge’ ministry between church and the
workplace.The Church of England pays for SSMs’ training, but does not pay them an income
while they train as curates. Neither the diocese nor the parish has to pay for SSMs’ stipends,
housing or pension contributions (this last element is very significant in terms of the number of
clergy shortly to retire). All SSMs may claim expenses of ministry. Funds may be available from
time to time to pay for, or subsidize, learning events and study. In some dioceses SSMs can
claim part of the fee for funerals and weddings or make a claim for loss of earnings, although this
is rare. However, as this book will later discuss, boundaries are shifting – some SSMs are being
paid nominal fees for occasional offices, and some are working on a part-SSM and part-
stipendiary basis.At the time of publication there were 3,230 SSMs in England. SSMs form an
increasingly large proportion of the clergy workforce – about a third of licensed ministers working
in parishes. In some dioceses (Oxford and Bristol, for example) the ratio is higher. Teresa
Morgan notes, ‘In 60% of dioceses . . . SSMs form what we might regard as a typical 25–40% of
clergy’ (2011, p. 21). She also says:This figure is expected to increase in the next ten years, as
around 40% of stipendiary clergy currently in post retire. The role that SSMs can and should play
in the Church in the short and medium term is therefore a matter of obvious interest. The way
they are deployed is certain to affect significantly the ways in which we can sustain and develop
our corporate ministry and mission in the years to come.(Morgan, 2011, p. 4)SSMs, along with
stipendiary clergy, are subject to Common Tenure – documented terms of service linked to
working agreements (see Chapter 9). They are accountable and subject to review processes
including ministry development review (MDR).The category SSM usually includes ordained
local ministers (OLMs). Some dioceses continue to ordain OLMs. The idea is a positive one –



encouraging communities to identify their own ministers. Other dioceses have never made
sense of the theology of a geographically constrained priesthood. In practice, OLMs are often
invited to operate outside their original parish limit, suggesting to many that the practicality (if not
the theology) of OLMs might need to be reviewed. Most OLMs would consider themselves to be
SSMs, although some feel that they are not given the same degree of recognition.What do
SSMs do?When I explain my ministry to people who don’t attend church, the question most
frequently asked is, ‘Do you do funerals?’ The answer is ‘Yes’, of course, which people seem to
find reassuring. Something about being engaged, literally, in life and death matters unlocks
pastoral conversations. Many SSMs report similar conversations – which then usually move on
to explain SSM, and how you can be ordained by the Church but not work for it. The first step is
to explain that not all clergy are vicars. A former DDO colleague used to say, ‘Priest is who you
are, vicar/chaplain/associate priest/curate is what you do.’ He’d often add a work role title when
talking about MSEs: ‘Priest is who you are, pharmacist is what you do.’One assumption
sometimes made is that SSMs perform a narrower range of duties than paid clergy. For example,
it may be assumed that they don’t preside at communion or they don’t do weddings or funerals.
So, to be clear, SSMs perform all the same rites as other clergy. SSMs might be called out at 2
a.m. because someone is dying, and they may take midweek communions. They will not have
the same availability as full-time paid clergy, and probably won’t routinely chair PCC meetings,
but they are called (and trained) to do everything their stipendiary colleagues do. To date there
has been one important exception – leading a parish. The Church of England has until now
looked for a special set of abilities for clergy seen as potential incumbents. This book will explore
why this thinking may be under review as SSMs are being used more flexibly and given more
responsibility.Most SSMs operate largely within the parish where they are licensed. This is not
always where they live: ‘Although the stereotype of SSMs is that they minister in their home
parish, many, in practice, live some distance from where they are licensed’ (Morgan, 2011, p.
17).SSMs make an important contribution, especially to those many parts of the Church where
shortages of clergy exist, or multi-parish benefices that require extensive travel and careful rota
juggling. Their levels of responsibility vary; they may provide cover where an incumbent is on
holiday or on sabbatical, and usually have increased responsibilities during a vacancy (but not
always – see Chapter 11). The time commitment of SSMs varies, as does their focus of ministry.
They tend to offer more hours than retired clergy. SSMs, like other clergy, take on community
roles such as being school governors. Some SSMs serve as diocesan officers and advisers – for
example, in vocations work or advising on spirituality. Most bishop’s officers and advisers for
SSM are unpaid.Some SSMs (perhaps describing themselves as MSEs) have a special
relationship to their ‘nine to five’ working lives. They are licensed to parishes, but see their paid
work as their primary calling (see Chapter 8). Other SSMs have a ministry focused on
community. Training clergy whose focus of ministry is outside the Church is still Church of
England policy, but some argue that in its efforts towards maintenance it is leaning too heavily on
a middle-aged workforce of ‘free’ clergy, neglecting callings to other contexts. Teresa Morgan



points to a key finding of the 2010 survey:One of the most surprising and, to the designers,
saddening results of the survey was how few respondents saw themselves as having much, if
any ministry outside the formal structures of the Church. This has some claim to be one of the
survey’s most significant findings, and one which, if it prompts a response, has the potential to
make a substantial difference to the future of the Church . . . It is a great pity that more SSMs do
not think of their ministry as extending beyond the formal bounds of the Church. It is also a sad
omission that the Church does not encourage them.(Morgan, 2011, pp. 19–20)A changing
pictureToday many English dioceses are planning increased dependency on SSMs. This is
largely for two reasons. The first is a projected decline in church attendance and income. The
second is the fact that even if funds are forthcoming there will be fewer stipendiary clergy
available. Since a considerable proportion of clergy are over 50, many will be retired by 2025.
Dioceses are thinking hard about how they can continue to support worshipping communities
with dwindling resources; some are taking a strategic view about SSM deployment. One or two
are wondering if more SSMs might be found, and thinking about how to get more out of their
existing SSMs. Some SSMs report that they are being asked to take on an increasingly large
workload to support a shrinking workforce of stipendiary clergy.Other SSMs are being used
more imaginatively than they have been previously, being given levels of responsibility that
would have been unusual 20 years ago. In the recent past it was considered unthinkable for
SSMs to have charge of a benefice. This was already changing in 2010: ‘Some, but not all,
dioceses currently allow SSMs to look after a parish within a group’ (Morgan, 2011, p. 14). In
fact, as Chapter 4 demonstrates, SSMs are now working as unpaid incumbents. There is reason
to assume that SSMs will be invited to undertake interim ministry. They continue to work in
diocesan officer roles. Their role in vacancies may also change – consideration is being given to
providing short-term licences to SSMs during extended vacancies.This reinvention of SSM is
energizing and positive. To date it has been largely ad hoc, local and without a great deal of
national attention or policy-making. SSMs come with valuable skills and experience. This is
sometimes fully recognized, but not always. They are sometimes overworked, sometimes
sidelined, sometimes frustrated. The good news is that evidence is emerging, if slowly, that they
are being deployed with more creativity and being considered more strategically as a resource
for ministry.Case studiesThis book is intended to be about ministry in practice, so it will come as
no surprise that it includes a range of case studies – examples of the different ways in which
SSMs work. The variety of their ministry is enormous, and I could quite easily have put in four
times as many case studies without repeating stories. I have, however, tried to cover a range of
ministries, experience levels and locations. Many dioceses also publish very useful case studies
of their own SSMs.SSM in practiceTony Redman, SSM, St Edmundsbury and Ipswich Diocese,
chartered building surveyorHow and why I became an SSMI was licensed as a Reader in 1976. I
didn’t feel called to serve as a local non-stipendiary minister (LNSM), probably because of the
geographical limitations imposed. Some years later I was offered a range of roles, including the
job of diocesan surveyor. I felt called to ordained ministry at the same time, but chose to join an



architectural partnership. I’ve served as an SSM in Suffolk for about 14 years.My experience of
SSMI think we put ministers in silos too early, and this includes Readers. Strict demarcation lines
really don’t reflect the reality on the ground of holding things together, particularly in a rural
context. We look after four parish churches and we have two OLMs, two Readers, three elders,
one stipendiary priest and myself. Our experience is that we need to get people to contribute
according to their skill, not their status. Elsewhere I’ve seen examples of high-value SSMs not
being used adequately and sad evidence of transferable skills in SSMs being ignored or
wasted.What’s the main focus of my ministry?Having worked full time for many years in an
architectural practice, I now work one day a week as a consultant building surveyor, and
otherwise most of my time is taken up in ministry, including the work I do as Bishop’s Adviser for
SSMs. Apart from my parish responsibilities, which take at least 15 hours a week, I volunteer as
a chaplain at my local hospice.Support and trainingI was ordained in 2003 having been trained
on the East Anglia Ministerial Training Scheme, where I undertook a Master’s in pastoral
theology. I found this invigorating and challenging – I’m still building on the work I did in my
Master’s degree, especially in relation to change management.I’m not sure how much the
course prepared me for life as an SSM, but I was at least encouraged to think about the
contribution I could make as a priest in secular employment. However, I have reservations about
the way courses don’t really fit us for the practicalities of ministry, relying too much on curacy
training. My training was delivered largely by stipendiary priests and theologians, who had
sympathy with but little understanding of SSM. In general, ministerial training doesn’t address
workplace ministry – you have to work it out for yourself.Challenges and difficultiesI think that the
Church does not adequately prepare ministers, stipendiary or otherwise, for the challenges of
working with a multidisciplinary team of colleagues, including volunteers. We need to seriously
rethink the idea that some people are exercising ministry in their ‘spare time’, and learn from
organizations that have been using volunteers at a professional level for many decades – the
National Trust, for example.I think the primary challenges for SSMs are inevitably about status. I
firmly believe that we should work to people’s gifts and not their status, but the Church doesn’t
always agree. Also there are very evident work pressures on many SSMs: most of the time,
working agreements seem to be fictional! At one stage I couldn’t work out how you could be a
priest and have a family and an outside job, but we work it out in the end. Largely this is about
having really clear boundaries focused on a minister’s well-being.I’m also concerned about the
lack of national representation of SSMs, especially on the General Synod. SSMs make a very
significant contribution to church life, and this really isn’t represented in terms of national
discussions.The best thing about SSMThe strongest aspect of SSM, for me, is diversity of
presence. In a rural context you still need to be a kind of Herbertian embedded presence and,
even as an SSM, demonstrate visible leadership. I very much enjoy flexibility in my ministry, but I
also enjoy working in a professional context, particularly where I can raise an awareness in
fellow clergy of the theology of the buildings we use, and their potential for ministry.Looking
forwardSince becoming Bishop’s Adviser for SSMs, I like to encourage fellow SSMs to talk



positively about their experiences, using Luke 10 as a focus. When I was thinking about SSM, I
could not see how the various pressures on life could be balanced with serving as a member of
the clergy, and so I try and encourage SSMs to be open with others about their personal
experiences of how they manage the work/life balance.

Selfsupporting Ministry Joe Girardi, Selfsupporting Ministry Stephanie McMahon



TAV, “Called to be an SSM. Self Supporting Ministry is uniquely individual, John Lees explores
this beautifully in his thinking with real situations to support them. Also makes the point that
church is much richer with the ministry of all those who perform the role In different ways. I am
grateful that this has come whilst I am in my training as an SSM, it has made my think that my
ministry can be exactly what God wants it to be. Great for those considering their calling as well
as those in the role.”

mrs l a wortelhock, “This is an extremely helpful book for anyone considering SSM .... This is an
extremely helpful book for anyone considering SSM, or who is a Training Minister for an SSM
curate. As someone called to Self Supporting Ministry.I found it deeply affirming.”
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